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kaiser for making his sons acquainted with the world. It was
felt that the royal lads, with their knapsacks on their backs,
afoot, and with no indication of their rank, would obtain
by actual experience a contact with the people and a
knowledge which they could never hope to acquire if they
had toured through the land in special trains, on horse-
back, or in splendidly-appointed carriages. Moreover, it
makes every German youth, trudging along the dusty roads,
and ignorant for the most part of where and how he is to
sup and sleep that night, feel that after all his lot is not such
a very unenviable one, since even his future monarch has
been a te wanderbursche" like himself.
It is probable that before the education of the crown
prince is considered complete, he will be sent on a
trip around the world, mainly with the object of endow-
ing him with that breadth of mind which foreign travel
alone can give, and partly also with the idea of reviv-
ing the dormant loyalty of Germans who have settled
in foreign lands. Emperor William has frequently ex-
pressed the opinion that among the hitherto unused factors
in German politics, are the Germans established in the
United States, in Australia, and in other equally distant
climes. While he does not in any way expect or imagine
that Germans who have thus emigrated from the Father-
land, will render themselves guilty of any disloyalty to the
land of their 'adoption, yet he believes that by keeping
alive their memories of the old country, and their affection
for its reigning house they may help Germany by using
their political influence in their new home for the benefit
of Germany. Thus William, in spite of all that has been
said to the contrary, has in contemplation an eventual
understanding if not an actual alliance with the United
States; this result to be brought about largely through the

